**College Knowledge Scavenger Hunt**

**Directions:** Visit a college campus and answer the following questions. Find the bonus items and attach them to this worksheet.

1) What is the name of the college/university? ________________________________

2) What city and state is it in? ________________________________

3) What is the name of their mascot? ________________________________  
   *Bonus: Find a flyer on campus with a picture of the mascot.*

4) Visit the student union. How many places to eat are inside? ________________  
   What place would be your favorite? ________________________________  
   *Bonus: Find a napkin from a restaurant in the student union.*

5) Visit the library. What is the name of the library? ________________________________  
   How many computers are on the 1st floor? ________________________________

6) Find a student on campus and ask them the following questions:  
   a. What year student are you? ________________________________  
   b. What is your major? ________________________________  
   c. What is your favorite thing about college? ________________________________

7) Most schools print their own newspaper. What is the name of the newspaper? __________  
   *Bonus: Find a copy of the most recent newspaper.*
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